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Iron Ore Rises for First Time This Week on Construction Optimism

Building season should be stronger this year post-Delta: CBA
Steel-making material is still heading for a weekly slump

By Krystal Chia

Iron ore rose for the first time this week on optimism an increase in Chinese construction activity in
the coming months will offset the hit from Beijing’s steel-output curbs. Base metals were mixed.

The steel-making material climbed as much as 4.6% on Friday, but is still set for a hefty weekly drop. Prices have
collapsed by around a third since mid-July as China stepped up efforts to curtail steel production to cut emissions.
The Caixin China Composite purchasing managers’ index contracted last month for the first time since April 2020,
data released Friday showed, highlighting the hit to the economy from the delta virus outbreak.

“China’s construction activity usually peaks in September and October, before cold weather in winter stalls projects,”
said Vivek Dhar, an analyst at Commonwealth Bank of Australia. Those demand forces should be “slightly stronger
this year given the adverse impact of the latest Covid-19 outbreak in China on construction activity in late July and
most of August,” he said.

  

Iron ore futures  rose 3.9% to $143.90 a ton in Singapore, trimming this week’s loss to about 9%. Chinese prices
climbed 1.6% in Dalian, while steel rebar futures advanced 2.6% in Shanghai.
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On the supply side, exports from the four major iron ore producers fell around 2% in August from July, DBX
Commodities said in a report. Shiploader maintenance at Rio Tinto Group , a mine replacement at BHP Group and
heavy rainfall in Brazil impacted shipments, it said. 

Still, iron ore is expected to weaken through the rest of the year. Demand will fall due to the production cuts,
Citigroup Inc. said in a note this week that cited Angang Steel Co. executives. Baoshan Iron & Steel Co., the listed
unit of China’s biggest steel producer, said that prices had “entered a downward channel” due to Beijing’s steel
curbs. 

In base metals, aluminum added 0.3% to $2,702.50 a ton on the London Metal Exchange, heading for a second
weekly gain as Chinese supply was constrained by an electricity savings drive. Copper was steady at $9,377 a ton as
investors waited for U.S. jobs data for clues on when the Federal Reserve will start reducing stimulus. Tin and lead
dropped almost 1%. 

--With assistance from Winnie Zhu and Mark Burton.
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